Production Supervisor.

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

339842

In this role you will coordinate productions plans and execute LP weekly CO and Set-up.
Achieve Stability index KPI & Production targets and coordinate production personnel
and support groups for daily production goals. We offer a professional work
environment and a position that leaves space for personal initiative and individual
career development.

Start date:

as soon as possible

Entry level: 1-3 years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

In your new role you will:
Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:
Assure compliance and follow up from EH&S programs and safety targets for
production line personnel.

339842

Review and define schedules for changes over & Set-up alignment.

Job ID:

Hand shake transition overlap.

www.infineon.com/jobs

Review daily balances, bottle neck & priorities.
Escalation process for non-compliance and line disruptions.
Manage people under his organization. (carrier plan and administrative process).

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:

3+ years of experience as a Production Supervisor.
BS degree in the industrial sector, electrical, mechanical.
Strong Microsoft Office Skills.
Demonstrated supervisory skills including structured work, training and
coaching, and teamwork approach.
Proven ability to multi-task, prioritize and effectively manage conflicts.
Fluent in English, preferred.

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources.

while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources.
#LI-AG1

